STAGNANT READERS: win $10,000!

As a token of our sincere appreciation for our old readers, The Stagnant is offering a $10,000 cash award for the lucky reader who can find all instances of the word "the" in the issue you were reading in hand. For complete details and the required entry form, see page 229.

EYESWITNESS ACCOUNTS:

Obscure law gives sweet revenge to curators

Student Clare Marie Curley has turned the tables on her own, after her recent attempt to cut her suspension on the Ad Clubs Curley had founded an old land of legislation and B.C. that states the term of the government of Missouri shall not be more than six years. The explicit term limits are listed in Missouri statute 1.096.321.578.903.633 and cases.

"The law has arrived well over five seconds. This issue clearly needs to be addressed," Curley said.

"If the record, I don't know about Missouri, but I'd like to say, what a beautiful day it is out there," Curley said. When doctors of their health status cease after the death of their mentor at the annual conference of "Ad Clubs: We fight for creative minds. We eat the competition alive. Anghar," she added.

"They have been compromised, and they have been without assistance or leadership," she added. The group of students, who were the first in Missouri to offer curatorial positions to college students, has been denied to give club members jobs at UMSL. Curley, now serving the best in business barons and questionnable causes.
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The Problem:

Branta canadensis

Forget plastic containers, dog food and oiled eggs

UMSL has new weapon in fight against campus geese

by RUPaul HAGGt-BAcK

Boy in a Great

After failed attempts of using plas­tic coyotes, a frequency-blasting gun and a scavenger (called "less than 500 geese," he says), the newly appointed president Dick Cheney unleashed the new weapon of choice for scaring the geese away: the geese away.

"I have turned to the spectacular and measured hunting skills and thought this was a better way to get rid of all these pesky critters on campus than to use my options," said Dick Cheney, grandson of the Ad Clubs.

Cheney comes to UMSL with strong background including having best professors, choosing attorneys, hav­ ing low approval ratings and being very popular when choosing school clubs. After listening to five seconds of the campus, Cheney said, "I have been able to keep this issue in the public eye."

I spoke at a press conference to con­ firm the newly appointed president, who is known for his aggressive administra­tion last Wednesday at the lakes. Anim­ al rights and UMSL were caught in a hard task in case of any accidents.

In the speech, Cheney explained that hunting geese has become extremely diff­ icult for many new campuses. Saying that some geese are now turning to other mountains, Francis and George, he said, "I am extremely pleased that we have now corrected the issue."

"I believe, that hunting is a bit harder, especially in Texas, where the fish-fattened food will always remain as customary and necessary," he said.

"I look forward to hunting profis­ sional, Family, forever. I hope the students, yes, make the trip!"
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**BulletIn Bored**

**Put it on the Board!**

Call 515-5174 for details or email editor@jmu.edu

**Tues., April 4**

**National Hug a Ninja Day**

A real, live event will be held in front of the JMU today, when hugging hugs. The event will be held all day at 11:00 a.m. in the student center. Free hugs will be available to anyone who brings a bag, shirt, or book. A ninja will be on hand to inform people about the event, and free hugs will be given to those who have already been hugged.

**Wed., April 5**

**Job Fair**

The Big United Regional Group of Economic Reality Future Life

Investment Financially People for Encouraging Financial Society will be holding its annual job fair at DUMSL. The event will allow students to meet a variety of financial professionals and to learn about the latest investment opportunities. The event will be held from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. and will be open to all students.

**Thursday, April 6**

**Another Passing Drag Show**

The Drag Show Committee will be hosting its annual drag show at 7:30 p.m. in the Student Center Ballroom. The show will feature performers from across the nation, including drag queens and drag kings. Tickets are $5 for students and $10 for non-students. A portion of the proceeds will be donated to the local shelter for homeless people. For more information, please contact the Drag Show Committee at dragshow@jmu.edu.

**Friday, April 7**

**Another Passing Drag Show**

The Drag Show Committee will be hosting its annual drag show at 7:30 p.m. in the Student Center Ballroom. The show will feature performers from across the nation, including drag queens and drag kings. Tickets are $5 for students and $10 for non-students. A portion of the proceeds will be donated to the local shelter for homeless people. For more information, please contact the Drag Show Committee at dragshow@jmu.edu.

**Saturday, April 8**

**Another Passing Drag Show**

The Drag Show Committee will be hosting its annual drag show at 7:30 p.m. in the Student Center Ballroom. The show will feature performers from across the nation, including drag queens and drag kings. Tickets are $5 for students and $10 for non-students. A portion of the proceeds will be donated to the local shelter for homeless people. For more information, please contact the Drag Show Committee at dragshow@jmu.edu.

**Sunday, April 9**

**Another Passing Drag Show**

The Drag Show Committee will be hosting its annual drag show at 7:30 p.m. in the Student Center Ballroom. The show will feature performers from across the nation, including drag queens and drag kings. Tickets are $5 for students and $10 for non-students. A portion of the proceeds will be donated to the local shelter for homeless people. For more information, please contact the Drag Show Committee at dragshow@jmu.edu.
Missouri Gov. Matt Blunt speaks at a press conference Monday, announcing plans to sell all public universities at an EBay auction. He said there would be a low starting bid and no reserve, but he expects the state to take in several billion dollars.

BY B.J. MAYER, B.A.
(Graduating)

MISGUIDED

BY MARKUS RIESS

Screw MOHELA, I'm selling the UM System

UML STUDY SHOWS BABIES LEARN LANGUAGE BY ASSOCIATING "OBJECTS" WITH "WORDS"

BY MYRONIC RIESS

Screw Blunt

Future mothers and fathers should know that babies associate words with objects when learning language. The study performed by researchers at the University of St. Louis specialized in babies from infancy to five years old. Kids were observed with their parents during an ordinary baby health check. The doctors wanted to catch families in natural situations.

For instance, a mother and son who was followed in San Antonio. The mother picked up a $2.97 green plush reindeer. It was a Christmas gift. The baby began to masticate the object from infancy to early childhood.

A father and daughter duo in New York was also followed. While holding a 10-month-old daughter, he called a drive-in near home, among other routines. Like the study observed, she mimicked the same behavior until her early teens.

According to the DMSL doctors, if the infants are not taught the correct associations of objects with words, when they become teens they will have stronger neural networks to adjust the appropriate associations of words with certain objects.

The doctors feel that irony in language is an early indicator of language difficulties and may underlie the association of words with certain objects.
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We are smarter than you-Here's Why!

It's a fact.

The Stagnant's editorial board is smarter than you are.

Therefore you should wholeheartedly believe everything we tell you, because our reasoning is unquestionably transparent.

Hear, hear!"
It’s back. And it’s bigger and more buttery than ever.

UMSL’s annual spring celebration of death and light is back, hosted by the University Program Board and Student Senate. The event includes a college-wide boil-off, bands, games, food, free entertainment, food and a full fledged concert pro-

The celebration will feature live music all day and into the night, with internationally known headliners like
dead and Big Ten.

“We were trying to get other music like the Fray and Shins in, but the name was decided. Cake sounded like a good prospect too, but we knew with our car and drive the band we thought would appeal to the tastes of the students too,” Dumb said.
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Reading, writing and... resting? Sleeping 101 class hits the hay starting in May

by Kory Sheekman
Sleep Instructor

The College of Snacking and Reposes will offer Sleeping 101 classes beginning in May. The classes are designed to study the different sleeping positions and how each affects your posture.

The College of Snacking and Reposes is planning to appeal to some of the most boring and monotonous professors from universities nationwide.

"The students in other classes who have to put up with these professors now will really enjoy it when we take them away," said Carla Crank, department secretary.

Professor Bob Ballad from the College of Uglytongue and Blahs was one of the first professors invited to lectures for the new classes.

"Anything I can do to contribute to science and the betterment of mankind, I am more than willing to do it," said Ballad. "Although I think the subject of the biology of the earth and its systems would be enough to put the students to sleep."

Future students are also excited about the new classes. Tare Page, a kindergarden student at Normal's Academy for Well-Adjusted Individuals, said she will be happy to take the classes when she graduates.

"As long as we have cookies when we wake up, I think I'll like it," said Page.

Page Sixophone

UMLS's Most Unfruitful Stories by Missy Ditzy • Photos by a camera

Skelton's antics earn him a possible conviction and, even worse, DUMSL's 'most unfruitful' recognition

Weeks ago, Helton Skelton, sophomore, political science, was sentenced in DUMSL's "Most Unfruitful," but with his much-unoped mendacity, Skelton is now being recognized as DUMSL's "Most Unfruitful II.

His claire personality and his exceptional involvement on campus has founded the administration and the students.

Now. accusations and reports claim that, using this false claim, Skelton has made extra cash books from the DUMSL Book Shop and has been selling them to other students at prices as high as the Book Shop themselves.

In addition to this book fraud scandal, others have said that they have seen him panic in the visitor parking spots.

Carmen San Diego, freshman, investigator studies, witnessed Skelton pulling into a front row visitin spot.

"Helton Skelton is just plain lazy," San Diego said. "I'm making my way to class and I'll have to park in the 'gong."

His student financial aid records indicate that he has paid out a student parking permit in over three sessions. How does he keep from getting tickets? Word is that Skelton has been parking in the student permit parking lot, which is included in the picture, a multiple copy of the Student Handbook, several cigarette butts, a beer bottle and an ashtray. Cost is only $5 per person and includes oxygen tanks.

Blingfest

Game show off your bling and win prizes for the biggest bling. Sponsored by the Facebook group "We Like Shriny Things." This event is free and open to the public. All bling must wear some form of ringing to enter. Donations of at least $1,000,000,000, pieces of social and demands will be accepted and donated to charity.

Reason #251 to read The Stagnant

Useless info coming soon to DUMSL

by Kory Sheekman
Sleep Instructor

A forty-first talk speaker begins his journey to the campus. The speaker, finally, named the Full Custard Murdock Box or DUMSL, has been traveling from university to university throughout the spring and is now in the process of finding his way to DUMSL this spring.

The speaker will be doing the first talk in the Megadome Student Center. It will play for 2 hours and 30 minutes and will include some facts such as the number of steps he would have to take to cover the Megadome Student Center Bridge and the composition of the dirt found under your fingernails.

"I've really only wanted," said Faux, student, unibrowed. "Just the speaker will talk about their other campus speeches, but just think of all the logical, weird topic I get to talk about.

"As I'm speaking to this school to learn something and by you I really get to have that chance. I've only wanted to be a part of talks," said Faux. "I've been bored to know how much a parking ticket would have to go before they go away," she said.

Students from the last campus reportedly were damaged to go. "I just don't know how I'll be able to go on," said Jenny Helton, sophomore, School of Biol Knocks.

Similar tanggles struck each university that the speaker has visited. Yet it continues in January. The Office of Student Affairs at DUMSL has decided to allow the speaker to visit.

The result of the many outrage the surging of the ticket," said Iona Fonno, president of the Office of Student Affairs. "We cannot allow this opportunity to pass on me just because a few dinky students still get arrested," said Prince. "Besides, if students listen closely enough might just tell them how to avoid getting slapped by a forty-foot tall speaker," she said.

Students will have the opportunity to listen to the former campus speaker while in the campus for three weeks. Some professors are offering extra credit for students who listen to the speaker. A ticket is right to being planned in the future to determine who absorbed the most useless information over the three week span. Any student enrollment services will be held at the spring time night session.
To pay for college, bootstrapping undergrad pays the bills the old fashioned way: dealing drugs

BY OLIVER TWIST

Philosophical Gumshoe

John Doe's life may not be typical of most UMSL students, but he seems to have found a calling, and a way to pay for his college education: marketing mind- and soul-numbing narcotics, heroin and other street drugs to his campus community.

"I feel blessed to have been able to develop such a supportive network of drug users on campus," Doe admitted.

"Well, I'm not sure how I'd be able to pay for my college education if the U.S. Border Patrol hadn't been around," Doe added.

George Washington, professor of political science and author of five books on the merits of socialism, agreed that Doe performed a valuable service for the UM-St. Louis campus.

"I used to have to toss four millers to a ran down crack house twice a week. It all fell in my lap," Washington admitted. "And the price I paid was 20bud, a bit, which is highly sub­

These good old boys are fac­

People always tell me that it just doesn't seem to sink in. I'm a Border Patrol, on the frontlines in a battle that no one seems to be interested in. I mean, who's going to care? She's a junior, romanticizing "The thrill of having two legs on the ground." I couldn't help but notice that she didn't bother to turn around.

"I'm a Border Patrol, and I'm a cop," said UMSL Sergeant Gomer Police.

"A girlfriend and I ordered an espresso, but we didn't seem to notice ."

I told him I wasn't sure it was a battlefield since they didn't generally
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The Intern Diaries: Border Patrol

By B.A. NUTT, B.A. (Freelance)

Sneaky Investigation

People always tell me that it just doesn’t seem to sink in. I’m a Border Patrol, on the frontlines in a battle that no one seems to be interested in. I mean, who’s going to care? She’s a junior, romanticizing “The thrill of having two legs on the ground.” I couldn’t help but notice that she didn’t bother to turn around.

“They don’t carry much,” he said.

“Interfere to him, his family. However, sometimes the bastards throw rocks or wave sticks, as in this case, when Agent Banks was ordered to the office of the investigator, my desk and pretended to be in vestigator, he replied. “I was thinking, here we go.”

But Larry Banks just leaned back in his chest. His eyes glistened a little.

“Another thing, he’d be here after. He’d been here before twice a semester and once a week. Well, not on my days.”

“arson and drugs to his campus community.”

"The point is, as one man you can’t do a damn thing but think of yourself as one brick in a giant dome. You’re a brick. I’m a brick, in their way External Affairs are bricks..."
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“There’s that point,” he said.

Larry was in a crabby mood and didn’t want to notice.

“No sir,” he said, amid the horri­
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Students share blasts tips for exciting, fun nightlife

BY ROY PAUL HAYDEN
Senior Coast Reporter

Are you tired of creative movies you've seen before? Do you want to see something new and different? How about something that will make you laugh and enjoy your time? If so, you're in luck! We have some tips on how to have a fun night out.

1. **Watch a Movie**
   - Choose a film that you haven't seen before.
   - Consider watching a movie that is not being shown in theaters.
   - Choose a film that is rated PG-13 or above.

2. **Go to a Concert**
   - Choose a concert that you enjoy.
   - Consider going to a concert that is in a different location.
   - Choose a concert that is taking place on a sunny day.

3. **Go to a Festival**
   - Choose a festival that you enjoy.
   - Consider going to a festival that is in a different location.
   - Choose a festival that is taking place on a sunny day.

4. **Go to a Bar**
   - Choose a bar that you enjoy.
   - Consider going to a bar that is in a different location.
   - Choose a bar that has a good selection of drinks.

5. **Go to a Nightclub**
   - Choose a nightclub that you enjoy.
   - Consider going to a nightclub that is in a different location.
   - Choose a nightclub that has a good selection of music.

6. **Go to a Restaurant**
   - Choose a restaurant that you enjoy.
   - Consider going to a restaurant that is in a different location.
   - Choose a restaurant that has a good selection of food.

Remember, there are many ways to have a fun night out. The most important thing is to have a good time!
Coupie still quarrels over who wet the bed

BY B.J. NUTTER, B.A.
(Penning)
Staff Writer

Even though it has been over a month since the incident, students Danny Lee and Tony Brown are still at an impasse as to who wet the bed after a particularly drunken wedding reception.

Brown says that it is incendal that his girlfriend continues to maintain her innocence.

"My clothes were completely dry," shouted Brown. "And yet when I woke up, hers were completely different. Obviously she had changed them. And why did I wake up? Because she was trying to roll over to a damp puddle of urine. She also tried to say that the cat did it, for God's sake."

Lee said that the cat is psychic and that it likes being on top of the Refrigerator and take swipes at her head. She also said that it has driven her on numerous occasions.

As to the charges Brown made against her, Lee responded, "Maybe he did it, but I can't prove it. I'm not saying it on my death bed, so be it.

"Unless she were her death bed, too," muttered Brown. "Gross, man," said Lee.

"Nothing," said Brown.

Recent events prove that you have probably gotten overly tanked and wet the bed at least once in your life, whether you are willing to admit it or not.

Well, wake up and smell the bologna grilling, and face the actual bologna that anybody you find that you screw you over hard core. Don't be an idiot and believe you will break you apart.

As a matter of fact, that was my statistics, a mere 33 percent of students 'survive' that showed a high drop-dead rate in the whole semester. As to the charges Brown made, it goes to my statistics, a mere 33 percent of students 'survive' that showed a high drop-dead rate in the whole semester.

Brown said that he is incredulous that his significant other is going to ruin it. You believe nothing your best friend is the most care; you will end up wishing you, too, was an idiot.

"Hey, what happened?" boozage just to get by, you'll just build more to afford more alcohol to drown your sadness. It will seem like a good idea at first, I'm drunk now and I don't feel the pain, it makes, but you'll just build up a tolerance and have to buy unethal amounts of boozage just to get by. You'll end up wishing you, too, was an Oscar Mayer winner, waiting for that magnificent day someone pays you on the highest setting in his or her microwave and you explode into tiny bits pieces and your suffering finally ends.

"Hey, what happened?" boozage just to get by, you'll just build more to afford more alcohol to drown your sadness. It will seem like a good idea at first, I'm drunk now and I don't feel the pain, it makes, but you'll just build up a tolerance and have to buy unethal amounts of boozage just to get by. You'll end up wishing you, too, was an Oscar Mayer winner, waiting for that magnificent day someone pays you on the highest setting in his or her microwave and you explode into tiny bits pieces and your suffering finally ends.

CHENEY'S GOODS, from page 1

Professor Rockiee Crickers visited his concerns about his severe heart condition and asked whether he would be able to teach with having a high risk factor. Cheney again replied, "You'd kill yourself!"

As a matter of fact, that was his response to every single question until one student, Brad Light, aphorize, began drawing, asked the vice president to respond to an allegation that showed a high drop-dead rate in past classes taught by Cheney.

"According to my statistics, a mere 33 percent of students 'survive' the whole semester. Students are just being plain does, left and right. It's ignored," Light said.

Cheney declined to comment on any specific but did tell the audience about one perk of his class. He said students who receive a F+ or better receive a free credit card that says, "I went hunting with Dick Cheney and I was just nice to the hunt." After the press conference, reporters at The Stagnant were fortunate enough to get a quick interview with the vice president. Below is the complete, unedited transcript:

Stagnant reporter: So, Mr. Vice President, in your opinion, what do you think...

Cheney: Stagnant reporter: Ouch! You shot me!

Cheney: Oh my goodness! I'm so sorry I thought you were a goose."

Applications available in The Office of Student Life (366 MSC) Due by Wednesday, April 5

For more information, contact Alysson Wilson at wilsona1@umsystem.edu or 314-516-5227

NSO
New Student Orientation
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-ST. LOUIS

transformation
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-ST. LOUIS

Want to make $600?
New Student Orientation and Transformation Mentors Wanted

Did you remember to feed the goldfish . . . to the cat?
Announcer
LINDSEY BARESITAU.

The athletic department stuck it to me and said, “I miss myadesh of life,” said an unidentified member of the next employer they want to mess with. “But there’s no place like a school.”

Coach said the U of M-St. Louis record for most wins for any coach is the same as the high school win every season since taking the position as head coach. “It’s been a great number of years but there are still some things left that I want to do before I get too old,” hence.

Shady plans to spend the summer taking in the NHL Stanley Cup and then come back to St. Louis to coach four- to six-year-old ball-hall for girls.

Coach said he also got a lot of advice from the Leisurely thinking him for recent allegations about his players. “What’s Nick’s Sporting Goods doing?”

He was actually a football player at the University’s new football team.

Coach said he also plans to pursue a part-time in bollin­ning classes after he leaves DUMSL.

“Tplied for my job 20 years ago with a promise that ballroom dancing would be added to the University’s course schedule, and I’m still waiting,” he said. “It’s been a long time to have the girls and then secure a post.”

Shady will open a dance studio with the money he has in his lawsuit against DUMSL.

“I already have a non-pro­fit band-Aid for,” the coach said.

An athletic department spokesperson said that Shady’s replacement will require organ­izations be head coach starting in August of this year, as new doctors like deciding the pool, selling tickets, shining DUMSL’s shoes and making coffee.

“We want to hire someone who can communicate for as long as possi­ble,” Donovan commented.

Shady would not comment on whether any of his former players plan to apply for the position, but he did, “have a lot of good assistant coaches that I sure would love to fill the slot after I leave.”

When asked whether he was missing Shady on the sideline, DUMSL’s head coach denied it.

“Always enjoyed watching the boys,” he said.

However, in the coming years for 15 seasons and then come back to St. Louis.

“Shady’s open,” said Coach.

“Got his freakishly huge feet. Those are big shoes to fill.”

Shady and Coach would like to con­verse about how they feel about Coach’s opening. However, player Mosh Jones thought it good for the life of a gym coach. They play the boy that he chose to regard Shady as a mentor and them.

“Shady has gone to church for the last couple of years in the area for the past month.”

Come Play With Us
Hacky Sack
March 32
+ BYOS (bring your own sack)

Beaver Golf
April 411
+ BYOB

Cage Fighting
April 9
+ Free Band-Aids!

Beer Pong
April +
+ Colt 45

Invitational - win a year’s supply!

for more visit http://www.dumsl.org.com/
SCOLEANTIS

by Trotsy McFarb

FREE ADVERTISING!!

ATTENTION! Students, Faculty and Staff at UMSL.

You may place classified advertisements in The Current FOR FREE.

Just send us your ad (40 words or less) along with your name and student/employee number to current@jsums.edu or call us at 518-5314.

10 ads are available per person.

WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY IN ST. LOUIS

Healthy Volunteers Needed for Research

HSC #: 05-0834

Healthy Volunteers are needed for a study of how the body eliminates drugs and drug effects. Volunteers must be 18-40 years old, in good health and of average weight. All drugs are FDA approved or FDA approved for investigational use.

Studies will take place at Washington University School of Medicine and Barnes-Jewish Hospital.

Volunteers must be available for eight 1-day (not overnight) visits (sometimes including two or three consecutive days) and some short follow-up visits over a 2-3 month period.

Volunteers will be compensated up to $2000 for their time and effort.

Fore more information please contact: Darian Mitchell

Investigator: Evan Kranias, MD, PhD

Director, Clinical Research Division

Department of Anesthesiology

Washington University School of Medicine

RATES

(40 words are free for students, staff and faculty)

Otherwise, ad rates are:

1 ad at time - $10

2 ads or less - $20

3 ads or less - $30

4 - $1 per additional word

Washington University, Washington University Medical Center, Barnes-Jewish Hospital, and the Division of Anesthesiology are committed to the ethical treatment of all volunteering individuals.

Volunteers may be compensated up to $2000 for their time and effort.

While compensation is the only form of remuneration, volunteers will also receive meals, accommodations, and flexibility to accommodate their schedule.
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Rational Numbers

by Linda Thistle

Www.thecurrentonline.com

According to Linda Thistle

1. One of the 26 A:Z Americans

2. Chief operating officer

3. Middle name plus one more

4. The first letter of the word "people" is "p"

5. The word "people" is one of the words in this sentence.

6. The word "people" is one of the words in this sentence.

7. The word "people" is one of the words in this sentence.

8. The word "people" is one of the words in this sentence.

9. The word "people" is one of the words in this sentence.

10. The word "people" is one of the words in this sentence.
FUN WITH PUBLIC FIGURES

Our friend David is a UM Curator. That means he’s important. But he doesn’t have anything to wear.

Help David get all dressed up in something pretty by cutting out one of these outfits and pasting it on David.